
HOW TO PROTECT
YOUR DATA
FROM
SPOOFING ATTACKS
Spoofing attacks are a serious threat to cybersecurity. A spoofing attack is a type of
cyberattack where a malicious actor impersonates a trusted brand or person to trick
them into revealing sensitive information or taking an action. In this infographic we
provide tips to help prevent this type of attack.

Scammers will send malicious emails using a fake sender address to trick you into thinking
the email is from someone you know and trust.  Scammers will use alternative numbers,
letters, and symbols to make the fake email address difficult to distinguish. As an example,
your friend Bob might use the email address Bob@example.com with a lower case “o” the
scammer might send an email using B0b@example.com now using the number “0”
to avoid detection.

Email spoofing attacks

This type of attack is when a scammer changes their caller id information to disguise
their identity. This is done by scammers to hide their real identity and make the call
appear to be from someone you know. To prevent this type of spoofing attack you
should avoid answering calls from unknown or blocked numbers. This removes the
chance of a scammer deceiving you.

Caller ID spoofing attacks
ID

If you receive a suspicious text message or email you should avoid clicking on any links.
The link could be from a scammer and direct you to a spoofed website that looks identical
to a trusted brand or organisation. Always hover over links to see where you will be taken
before clicking and carefully examine if the correct website address is displayed. 

Avoid clicking on unfamiliar links

If you suspect that you may be the victim of a spoofing attack, you should contact your
IT department or security team and report the incident. This will allow the security team
to make changes to prevent this type of attack occurring again in the future and ensure
your account is safe.

Report spoofing attempts

Two-factor authentication adds an extra layer of security by requiring a second factor,
this could be a code sent to your phone, in addition to your password. This makes it
much more difficult for someone to gain access to your account without your
permission, even if they have your password. 

Configure Two-Factor authentication
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